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In this article, we will consider the action of an algebraic correspondence on the
compactly supported cohomology of a smooth scheme over a eld. Let k be a eld
and X a purely d-dimensional scheme which is separated and smooth over k (note
that we do not assume that X is proper over k). Let   be a closed subscheme of
X  X with pure codimension d. Such a closed subscheme is called an algebraic
correspondence. We denote the composite   , ! X X pri  ! X by i. Throughout
this article, we assume that 1 is proper.
Let us consider some compactly supported cohomology theory Hc . Then we can
often dene the homomorphism   : H ic(X)  ! H ic(X), which is called the action
of   on H ic(X). For example, if H
i
c is etale cohomology or Betti cohomology (and
k = C), then   is obtained as the composite H ic(X)
1  ! H ic( ) 2  ! H ic(X). Here
1 can be dened since 1 is proper, and 2 can be dened since X is smooth over
k.
In this article, we will consider the case where k is perfect with characteristic
p > 0 and Hc is a p-adic cohomology. We are interested in the trace Tr( 
;H ic(X)).
Which p-adic cohomology do we consider? Since the characteristic of k is p,
the p-adic etale cohomology theory does not work at all. Crystalline cohomology
is known to be a good p-adic cohomology theory for a scheme which is proper and
smooth over k, but it does not work well for a non-proper scheme. Here we take H ic
as (compactly supported) rigid cohomology introduced by Berthelot ([Be1]).
Let us recall it briey. Let V be a complete discrete valuation ring with mixed
characteristic (0; p), whose residue eld is k. Denote the fraction eld of V by K.
Then, for a scheme Y which is separated of nite type over k, we can dene a nite-
dimensional K-vector space H irig(Y=K) (resp. H
i
rig;c(Y=K)) which is called the rigid
cohomology (resp. the compactly supported rigid cohomology) of Y .
To construct them, we need rigid geometry. For simplicity, we will assume that Y
is quasi-projective. Then Y has a projective compactication Y , ! Y . Moreover,
Y can be embedded into a formal scheme Y which is proper smooth over Spf V (we
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may take Y = bPnV for some n). We denote the Raynaud generic ber of Y by Yrig.
This is a rigid space (in the sense of Tate) over K. We denote the inverse image
of Y (resp. Y ) under the specialization map spY : Y
rig  ! Yk by ]Y [ (resp. ]Y [).
First assume that Y is projective over k, namely, Y = Y . In this case we dene
H irig(Y=K) = H
i(]Y [;
]Y [). We can prove that this is independent of the choice
of Y. In particular, if Y is projective smooth over k and there exists a projective
smooth V -scheme Y satisfying Yk = Y , then we have H irig(Y=K) = H i( bYrig;
Ŷrig) =
H i(YK ;
YK ) = H idR(YK=K), where bY is the p-adic completion of Y . In the case
where Y ( Y , we may dene the complex jy

]Y [
on ]Y [ consisting of dierential





It is known to be independent of the choice of Y andY. The denition ofH irig;c(Y=K)
is a little more involving and we will omit it.
If Y is smooth over k and equidimensional, then H irig(Y=K) and H
2 dimY i
rig;c (Y=K)
is dual to each other (the Poincare duality theorem, [Be2]).
On H irig;c(X=K), we can dene the action of   as the composite
H irig;c(X=K)
1  ! H irig;c( =K)
[ clXX( )      ! H irig;c(X X=K)
pr2  ! H irig;c(X=K);
where clXX( ) 2 H2drig; (X X=K) is the rened cycle class of   due to Petrequin
([Pe]). Note that this construction is compatible with composition of algebraic
correspondences. For an integral  , we may also give an equivalent denition of
  by using the alteration theorem to   (if   is smooth over k, then we can dene
the push-forward map 2 by using the Poincare duality). I think this alternative
denition is simpler, but under this denition it is more dicult to observe the
compatibility with composition.
Now we can state our main theorem in this article.
Theorem 1.1 Tr( ;H irig;c(X=K)) 2 V .
We will give some remarks on this theorem. If k = C and Hc is Betti cohomology
Hc ( ;Q), then H ic(X;Q) has the natural Z-lattice Im(H ic(X;Z)  ! H ic(X;Q)) that
is preserved by  . Therefore Tr( ;H ic(X;Q)) is an integer. Similarly, if Hc is `-
adic etale cohomology where ` is a prime number distinct from p, then the trace
Tr( ;H ic(Xk;Q`)) lies in Z`. However, we cannot obtain the theorem above directly
by the similar method, since we have no integral structure of rigid cohomology.
It is strongly believed that Tr( ;H ic(X;Q`)) (` 6= p) and Tr( ;H irig;c(X=K))
are integers and all of them are equal. This is actually proved in the case where X
is proper over k ([KM]). Nevertheless, for a non-proper X, we have no way to prove
the integrality; it is known as a very dicult open problem in this area.
2 Log crystalline cohomology




Lemma 2.1 In order to show Theorem 1.1, we may assume that X has a compact-
ication X , ! X such that X is smooth (and proper) over k and D := X nX is a
simple normal crossing divisor of X (for simplicity, we will call such a compactica-
tion a good compactication).
Proof. We use the alteration theorem due to de Jong; for a scheme X which is sepa-
rated and smooth over k, there exist a proper surjective generically nite morphism
 : Y  ! X and a good compactication Y , ! Y . Assume that Theorem 1.1 holds
for Y . Then we have Tr( ;H irig;c(X=K)) 2 (deg ) 1V . Since deg  is independent
of  , we have Tr(( )m;H irig;c(X=K)) 2 (deg ) 1V for every positive integer m. By
[Kl, Lemma 2.8], we may conclude that Tr(( )m;H irig;c(X=K)) 2 V .
In the remaining part of this section, we will assume that X has a good com-
pactication X , ! X and put D = X n X. For such X, log crystalline coho-
mology gives an integral structure on H irig;c(X=K). Let us recall log crystalline
cohomology. Denote by W the ring of Witt vectors of k. We can dene the
log crystalline cohomology H icrys((X;D)=W ) and the \compactly supported" (or
\with minus log pole") log crystalline cohomology H icrys((X; D)=W ). These are



















(logD), where I  OX is the dening ideal of
D  X. We may also dene these by using log crystalline site (for example, see
[Ts]). Our starting point is the following theorem.






W K; H irig;c(X=K) = H icrys (X; D)=W
W K:
The former isomorphism is proved in [Sh]. The latter follows from the former and
the Poincare duality for rigid cohomology ([Be2]) and for log crystalline cohomology
([Ts]).
By this theorem, our main theorem is reduced to the following:


















Since log crystalline cohomology does not work well for non-smooth schemes, we
cannot dene   in the same manner as for etale or rigid cohomology. The key of the
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proof is to construct the cycle class cl( ) in the partially supported log crystalline
cohomology H2dcrys((X  X;D1   D2)=W ), where D1 = D  X and D2 = X  D.
The cohomology above is the Zariski cohomology H i(X  X;W

XX(D1; D2)) of
the de Rham-Witt complex W

XX(D1; D2), which is the de Rham-Witt analogue
of \

(XX)=k(D1; D2)" appearing in [DI, (4.2.1.2)]. It is a crystalline analogue of
H i((XX)nD1; j!Z`), where j denotes the open immersion (XX)n(D1[D2) , !
(XX)nD1. Moreover we should prove various functorialities of cl( ); for example,
the image of cl( ) in H2dcrys(((X  X) n (D1 [ D2))=W ) coincides with the usual
crystalline cycle class cl( ) due to Gros ([Gr]).
Let me explain the construction of cl( ). Denote the closure of   in X X by
 . Since we are assuming that 1 is proper, we have   \ D2    \ D1. We will





XX(D1; D2)). If   does not intersect D1\D2, then this




XX(logD1)) and we may dene









XX)  ! Hd (X  X;W
dXX(logD1)). Thus, in
order to dene cl( ) in the general case, we want to \remove" D1 \ D2. In other




This is the most dicult part of this work, which involves direct calculations. The
functorialities of cl( ) follows directly from the construction and the functorialities
of Gros' cycle class.
Once we get the class cl( ), then we can dene   as the composite
H icrys
 
(X; D)=W pr1  ! H icrys (X X; D1)=W
[ cl( )   ! H i+2dcrys
 
(X X; D1  D2)=W
 pr2  ! H icrys (X; D)=W:
We should compare it with   on the rigid cohomology. It is a slightly complicated
task requiring careful blow-ups of X X and an alteration of (the strict transform
of)  , but is eventually deduced from the functorialities of our cycle class and those
of Shiho's comparison map.
3 Consequences of the main theorem
In this section, we will give some easy consequences of Theorem 1.1. Here we
use the notation introduced in Section 1 (we do not assume that X has a good
compactication).
Corollary 3.1 Assume that k is a nite eld Fq. Then the alternating sum of the
traces
P2d
i=0( 1)iTr( ;H irig;c(X=K)) is an integer.
If X is proper over k, then
P2d
i=0( 1)iTr( ;H irig;c(X=K)) is equal to the inter-
section number ( ;X)XX (X  X X denotes the diagonal) by the Lefschetz
trace formula. In particular, it is an integer.
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To prove this corollary, we use a p-adic analogue of Fujiwara's trace formula.
Proposition 3.2 There exists an integer N such that for every n  N we have
2dX
i=0
( 1)iTr    (FrX)n;H irig;c(X=K) = ( (n);X)XX ;
where FrX is the qth power Frobenius morphism and  
(n) = (FrnX  id) .
This proposition can be proved by the similar method as in [KS].
Proof of Corollary 3.1. By the rationality and the functional equation of the con-
gruence zeta function and the Weil conjecture for rigid cohomology (these follows
from [KM] since rigid cohomology is a Weil cohomology), every eigenvalue of FrX
on H irig;c(X=K) lies in Z[1=p], where Z denotes the ring of algebraic integers. There-
fore, by Proposition 3.2 and an easy linear algebra (see [Mi1, Lemma 2.1.3]), we haveP2d
i=0( 1)iTr( ;H irig;c(X=K)) 2 Z[1=p]. On the other hand, Theorem 1.1 says thatP2d
i=0( 1)iTr( ;H irig;c(X=K)) 2 V . Therefore
P2d
i=0( 1)iTr( ;H irig;c(X=K)) lies
in Z[1=p] \ V = Z.
By using Proposition 3.2, we can derive an analogous result for `-adic cohomology
from Corollary 3.1.
Corollary 3.3 Here let k be an arbitrary eld and ` be a prime number which is




Proof. By the standard specialization argument, we may reduce to the case where
k is a nite eld. By (original) Fujiwara's trace formula and Proposition 3.2, there
exists an integer N such that for every n  N we have
2dX
i=0
( 1)iTr    (FrX)n;H irig;c(X=K) = 2dX
i=0
( 1)iTr    (FrX)n;H ic(Xk;Q`):
By the van der Mond argument, we have the equality
2dX
i=0
( 1)iTr  ;H irig;c(X=K) = 2dX
i=0
( 1)iTr  ;H ic(Xk;Q`):
Since the left hand side is an integer by Corollary 3.1, so is the right hand side.
Actually, this corollary has been already proved in [BE] by using relative mo-
tivic cohomology dened by Levine. However I think that our p-adic proof is also
interesting.
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